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unfortunate that not all individuals could be elected, but it speaks well for the Association when a variety of qualified candidates are willing to be nominated for office and serve when they are elected. Thanks to all the candidates and all of you who voted.

Our annual conference is nearing and Beth Weaver has completed the program planning. You can view this program on the ADTSEA webpage, as well as the NSSP program completed by Jan Meeker and Dana Bowser.

If you have not used the webpage recently, you should. There is a new forum section that allows you to share ideas. You can respond to questions that have already been asked, or you can ask questions of your own. While you are at the webpage, look at the information on the recently released ADTSEA Driver Education Curriculum.

Your contributions as an ADTSEA member are important. I urge you to continue supporting quality driver education.

Thank you.

It remains to be seen if governments and the automotive industry can adopt those policies, procedures and training requirements that have demonstrated improvements and results in usage behavior; in Finland, in the Federal Aeronautics Administration (FAA) or by the American Society of Anesthesiology, as deterrents to mishap, injury and fatality.
ADTSEA Driver Education and In-Car Curriculum Version 1.0
Available NOW

The ADTSEA Driver Education and In-Car Curriculum, Version 1.0 was developed to provide current information and techniques on teaching novice drivers the basics of motor vehicle operation. The “Driver Education Classroom and In-Car Curriculum” guide is divided into 10 units that are provided to assist in the coordination of 45 hours of classroom instruction, a Skills Log, and an In-Car Guide. Eight hours of in-car instruction are grouped into the In-Car guide and alternate forms of the final exam are provided along with unit exams.

The curriculum visuals are in a DVD format to provide efficient, cost effective and ease of use. Three DVDs are provided in the curriculum package along with printed lesson plans, worksheets and fact sheets.

Specific DVD content is listed below:

Disc 1 - ADTSEA DVD Curriculum
- Unit 1 - Introduction to Novice Driver Responsibilities and the Licensing System
- Unit 2 - Introducing Operator and Vehicle Control Tasks in a Controlled Environment
- Unit 3 - Space Management System
- Unit 4 - Basic Maneuvering Tasks
- Unit 5 - Risk Reducing Strategies for High-Speed Multi-lane Expressways
- Unit 6 - Personal Factors Influencing Operator Performance
- Unit 7 - Environmental Conditions that Affect Safe Vehicle Operation
- Unit 8 - Vehicle Functions and Malfunctions, and Collision Reporting
- Unit 9 - Sharing the Road with Commercial Motor Vehicles
- Unit 10 - Reducing the Influence of Distractions on the Driving Task

DVD Disc 2 - AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety Videos
- “Using Your Eyes Effectively”
- “Managing Space and Time”
- “Freeway Driving”
- “Sharing the Road”

DVD Disc 3 - American Automobile Association
- “Teaching Your Teens to Drive”
  - Lesson 1 - Developing Basic Vehicle Control
  - Lesson 2 - Moving, Turning, Stopping and Securing the Vehicle
  - Lesson 3 - Maneuvering in Light Traffic
  - Lesson 4 - Maneuvering in Moderate Traffic
  - Lesson 5 - Backing and Turning Maneuvers
  - Lesson 6 - Assessing Highway Conditions
  - Lesson 7 - Identifying Traffic Control Devices
  - Lesson 8 - Searching for Clues to Motor Vehicle Conflicts
  - Lesson 9 - Searching for Clues from Non-Motorized Road Users
  - Lesson 10 - Positioning and Timing at Intersections
  - Lesson 11 - Positioning and Timing When Following and Meeting Other Vehicles
  - Lesson 12 - Critical Time/Space Decisions
  - Lesson 13 - Adverse Driving Conditions
- Appendix - Parent-Teen Contract

Costs:
- DVD Set with Printed Content (ADTSEA Members price): $225.00
- DVD Set with Printed Content (Non-ADTSEA Members price): $275.00
- Shipping & Handling: $25.00

For additional information, you can contact the ADTSEA office toll free at 800-896-7703. You can also order at www.adtsea.org.
"We know the laws of Nature, but we also know, to our cost, that those laws never overlook a mistake, or make the smallest allowance for ignorance.", Paraphrased from Thomas Huxley (1825-1895)

“(The laws of Nature are) terribly unforgiving of any carelessness, incapacity or neglect.” British Aviator Captain A.G. Lamplugh, (1930’s)

“People need new tools to work with rather than tools that ‘work’ for them” Ivan Illich, 1926-2002, (Energy and Equity)

Abstract –
Automobile crashes have recently become officially recognized by the United Nations and the World Health Organization as a global epidemic, projected to escalate, in violent severity, beyond the medical health threats of HIV/Aids, malaria, tuberculosis, et al. The most dramatic increases are taking place in countries lacking infrastructure and controls on “more-newly-acquired”, unrestrained “independent discretionary mobility”. Still, even those countries with more economic resources continue to experience high levels of extreme, needless automotive violence. Medical effectiveness can only be applied after the crash.

Volumes of recent scholarly writings describe the ineffectiveness of education and training as a means to deter, reduce or eliminate the threat of car crashes in our daily lives. An influential ideology refers to the need for technology and “sound science” to resolve the problem and citing the need for “experience” to be the training necessary for a lifetime of driving; that spontaneous learning will occur over time with minimal guidance, scrutiny and expense.

Given that logic, training requirements and evaluation for airline pilots, medical professionals, military personnel, Olympic athletes, musicians and the apprenticeship and licensing requirements for electricians and plumbers should also be dropped. Each of you reading and comprehending this text will have completed twelve and more years of education and training in the expectation of becoming a citizen contributing to society; an average, minimum requirement. What is to be considered adequate, good enough? Pursuing ideologies based on accepted or perpetuated practices has gotten our culture into difficulties before, “I was just following orders”.

Rather, it follows, that the education, training, evaluation and monitoring of the “general motoring public” needs to be more effective, thorough and comprehensive; adjusted and upgraded to achieve traffic safety goals, however necessary. Present preparation for driving is focused on the goal of obtaining the driver’s license. Any required testing/evaluation is often a cursory chore at the onset of nearly a lifetime of use and not indicative of the seriousness of the task. Finland, for example, has achieved major reductions their violations and crash rate based a comprehensive “mind set” that incorporates all dimensions of the society in its automotive consciousness.

Science and technology have contributed great digitized advancements directed toward driver assistance in continuous and immediate situational analysis, aimed at preventing and controlling the not-so-rare “all of a sudden”, “emerge-urgencies”, the sensors and controls operate over the physical conditions that are recognized to contribute to crashes; tire/surface slip rates, proximity to hazards, perceptive aids and those protective mechanisms that protect persons within the car in the event of catastrophic, Newtonian collision. The achievements are significant.

Still, problems occur and are unresolved. Even with historic, conventional equipment, behavioral usage patterns demonstrate deficiencies in knowledge, ability and operation. More sophisticated equipment, mechanically working more effectively, will not resolve those deficiencies and may complicate or create unwarranted dependencies on the equipment’s abilities to “save” the problem. One sample evaluation showed that most folks, given cars equipped with ABS did not access or utilize the system in a simulated emergency, non-threatening environment, after acknowledging they had learned how to use it in a preceding “tech talk”. Yet, these folks stated they would purchase the car with the expectation that they were safer in a car with ABS. There would be only one “best attempt” in an emergency.

The dream of a “self-intelligent” vehicle or transportation system is not all that remote. It would certainly be difficult to implement, expensive and would necessarily limit self-directed, mobile independence and discretion. Still, untrained dependence on such systems would be just that, reliance on what some person(s) devised to resolve individual, personal problems. In the event the system was ineffective, disabled, misused or unused the drivers would still have an unresolved problem, “all-of-a-sudden”.

(continued on page 16)
safety policies, procedures and communications. Lastly, administrators should ensure that all fleet vehicles are maintained to the utmost level.

Currently in their infancy, car sharing programs hold substantial promise for positive impact on the environment, congestion and transportation costs. However, they may also involve the potential for additional risks to their customers and other roadway users. It is recommended that research be conducted to study car sharing programs more thoroughly to assess the programs’ effects on drivers and on the transportation system as a whole.

In this article, the authors chose to limit the focus on car sharing programs’ potential benefits and safety issues. It is quite clear that many related vehicle ownership issues are not addressed in this discussion and warrant a thorough hearing in another article.
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Recent Articles of Interest

The relationship between performance on the standardised field sobriety tests, driving performance and the level of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in blood.


Mobile phone use-effects of handheld and handsfree phones on driving performance.


The effects of the checkpoints program on parent-imposed driving limits and crash outcomes among Connecticut novice teen drivers at 6-months post-licensure.

The observed effects of teenage passengers on the risky driving behavior of teenage drivers.


Vehicles driven by teenagers in their first year of licensure.
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many of their customers no longer have personal vehicles that are just waiting to be driven, car sharing users tend to make fewer trips, resulting in fewer overall miles driven per year.

D. Reduced fuel consumption. The vehicles offered by these services tend to be very fuel efficient. For example, the EPA city/highway mileage rating for the Mini Cooper and Scion xB are 30/34 and 28/36, respectively. Assuming car sharing programs continue to offer high efficiency vehicles, this could serve to reduce the average fuel consumed per mile driven, regardless of driver, positively affecting the nation’s need for oil.

E. Fewer vehicle emissions. More efficient vehicles would produce fewer exhaust gases, resulting in less total emission of exhaust gases. This could have substantial positive impact on the environment.

F. Fewer motor vehicle crashes. If there are fewer vehicles, there would be fewer opportunities for vehicles to collide with one another.

G. Fewer injuries and deaths resulting from motor vehicle crashes. Likewise, fewer motor vehicle crashes would result in fewer injuries and deaths from such collisions.

Potential Safety Issues

In addition to the risks normally associated with driving a motor vehicle, customers of car sharing programs may face additional safety issues, including:

A. Ergonomic issues. Each time a customer enters a vehicle, he or she will have to adjust controls in order to achieve the proper fit between driver and machine. Seat position, mirrors and steering wheel angle will all have to be adjusted for the driver to have optimal control of the vehicle. If a driver fails to properly adjust the vehicle’s controls, he or she could face additional risk, especially if faced with the need to execute emergency evasive maneuvers.

B. Vehicle features. Despite such programs’ attempts to offer a relatively homogenous fleet of vehicles, differences in vehicle features will always exist. For example, one vehicle may feature anti-lock brakes, while another does not. Other systems and features that may vary throughout a given fleet could include traction control, anti-skid control, brake assist, automatically adjusting suspension, and variable ratio steering. Such variability could result in a customer believing a vehicle to be equipped with a specific system, when in fact it is not, or getting used to particular system then driving a vehicle with a substantially different system. In an emergency situation, this could raise the driver’s risk.

C. Vehicle structure issues. Even among relatively small vehicles, overall vehicle dimensions can vary substantially. While this issue may realistically only be of concern during low speed and parking maneuvers, variability in the size of vehicles in a fleet could raise the risk of collisions due to the driver being unclear about the vehicle’s outer physical boundaries.

D. Driver visibility. Linked to the vehicle structure is the issue of roof-supporting structures, otherwise known as “pillars.” On most vehicles, there are pillars supporting the solid roof structure. While any pillar can block a driver’s view at least to some degree, causing “blind spots,” the rearmost pillars tend to be the largest, thus blocking the most vision. Drivers of multiple types of vehicles may fail to adjust to a specific vehicle’s visual limitations and blind spots. This could increase the risk of collision when drivers attempt to change lanes, back out of parking spots, and perform other moves that require clear vision and space to the rear of the vehicle.

E. Vehicle response. Different vehicles respond differently. For example, a sporty vehicle’s response to steering input may occur much more rapidly than that of a larger, heavier passenger van. Likewise, braking application speed and stopping distances can also vary significantly among vehicles. Drivers who fail to adjust to differences among a fleet’s vehicles could be at higher risk of failing to successfully execute an aggressive or emergency maneuver, resulting in higher risk of collision.

F. Damage report issues. If a shared vehicle sustains damage, it is possible that the driver renting the vehicle at the time might fail to report the damage to the car sharing program administration in a timely manner. Such unreported damage, or damage that was reported but not addressed, could put subsequent drivers at higher risk of collision and personal harm.

Although car sharing programs may offer substantial benefits, such programs’ administrators must ensure that customer safety remains a top concern. Administrators should consider several recommendations to promote the safety of their customers.

First, the administrators should continue to monitor and ensure that
Introduction
Although drivers have been able to rent vehicles by the day for years, in some urban areas cars can now be rented by the hour. Hourly rent car, or “car sharing,” programs provide customers the opportunity to rent cars only during the period of the day when actually needed. This article will briefly describe car sharing programs and examine safety aspects related to such programs.

Since 2000, an innovative personal transportation system has been growing: car sharing programs. These programs provide city-dwelling drivers with short-term, as-needed transportation solutions, conveniently and at relatively low cost. Instead of renting a vehicle for a full day, drivers rent vehicles for only those hours during the day when they need personal transportation.

How Car Sharing Works
After paying a nominal initial fee (generally around $25 USD) and receiving their membership card, car sharing program customers can reserve a vehicle using an online reservation system. At the appointed time, the customer walks to his/her reserved vehicle, which is parked at a convenient location in the neighborhood (Millard-Ball, et al., 2005; CarSharing, 2006).

The membership card unlocks the vehicle, and the customer gets in and drives away. Upon completing his/her transportation needs, the customer returns the vehicle to the same location, often a parking spot reserved by the city for car sharing program vehicles (Washington Examiner, 2006). The customer locks the vehicle and walks away, leaving the car ready for the next renter. The customer pays only by the hour, rather than for a full day’s rental. Fuel, maintenance, parking and insurance costs are generally included in the vehicle rental fee, adding to the convenience to customers.

In fact, many car sharing program customers do not own a personal vehicle or have chosen to sell their personal vehicle (Zipcar, 2006). Instead, they use such programs to supplement their usual transportation solution, which on most days involves public transportation systems. Thus, car sharing programs often act as a driver’s secondary and supplemental, rather than primary, mode of transportation. Customers may require personal transportation only occasionally, solving needs such as having to travel outside the reach of public transportation, carry cargo, or transport other persons such as family or friends.

Currently, these programs are available in areas with concentrated urban populations, including San Francisco, Seattle, Chicago, New York City and Washington D.C. (Sturges, 2006).

Vehicles Available
These programs often feature economical, attractive and efficient vehicles. For example, one company offers vehicles such as the Mini Cooper and Scion xB (Zipcar, 2006). These vehicles are relatively small and easy to maneuver, have substantial cargo capacity and are very fuel efficient. For many customers, they feature the added benefit of being fun to drive.

Gas-electric hybrid vehicles, such as the Toyota Prius, are also featured by some programs. Larger vehicles may also be available for customers needing additional capacity, such as BMW sedans, pickups and minivans (Flexcar, 2006).

Potential Benefits
Like any transportation system, car sharing programs feature both potential benefits and potential negatives. Potential benefits, both short-term and long-term, could include:

A. Lower personal transportation costs. Instead of having to own, insure and maintain a personal vehicle, hourly rent car program customers pay only for the time during which they actually use the vehicle. With the average cost of owning and operating a vehicle in the U.S. exceeding thousands of dollars per year, it can make sense for some drivers to reduce their overall personal transportation costs through short-term vehicle renting. In fact, many car sharing program customers have sold their personal vehicles as a result of their satisfaction with access of these types of programs (Zipcar, 2006).

B. Reduced traffic congestion. As more drivers come to use fewer vehicles as a whole, the net result could be a reduction in the total number of vehicles on the road. Fewer total vehicles could result in reduced traffic congestion, decreased transit time, and diminished driver frustration and even fewer road rage incidents.

C. Decreased transit time. Fewer vehicles could also translate into shorter average per-driver transit times, resulting in less total time spent behind the wheel. Car sharing programs have also learned that, because
adolescent more time unsupervised with friends and peer groups.

The second change will be increases in risk-taking and exploration. Not all risk-taking is negative. The idea of risk is simply that an element of uncertainty in the outcome exists. Some risks are very positive like participating in sports, the arts, debate, etc. and lead to an increased sense of self-confidence and esteem. The personal boundaries in adolescents get pushed hard and parents must allow a certain amount of failure and defeat as well. It is a balancing act that needs to be allowed to occur.

Thirdly, will also be increased conflicts with authority, including parents. This fits with the idea of mastery and of boundaries. The adolescent brain is hard-wired for experiences. Telling an adolescent is not the same as showing an adolescent and even more importantly, an adolescent will need to do it for him or herself as well. Plus, emotional lability or the up-and-down quality of emotional responses is prevalent in adolescence due to hormonal fluctuations.

Next, there will be dramatic changes in sleep patterns, including going to sleep and waking up much later. This is relatively easy to understand. Growth is acute in adolescence and hormonal and physical changes take an enormous amount of energy. Most adolescents are not getting enough sleep to begin with and estimates are that teenagers probably need ten to twelve hours of sleep a night during the height of their growth and maturation spurts. The switch of diurnality is also related to serotonin and dopamine levels in the brain, which are fluctuating regularly at this stage of development. Parents should really try to get their teenager to sleep and don’t worry if they are in bed on Saturday afternoon until 2 p.m.

Finally, this is the age of puberty. The ramifications of puberty are well-publicized and it is enough to remember that the adolescent brain is wired for sensations. So, wherever the brain goes with adolescents, the body is going to follow. It should be understood by parents and teachers alike that while there will be dramatic changes in physical appearance, even more dramatic changes are occurring in feelings and beliefs and the ways in which adolescents view themselves as sexually maturing beings.

To review, adolescent behavior is an outcome of adolescent brain development. Changes in brain structure and function lead to changes in behavior and emotional response. Reasoning abilities as well as social and cognitive interactions will undergo vast shifts and unstable periods during adolescence. The adolescent is in the process of becoming something else entirely and it is often a bumpy road.

How to Use the Science in Driver Education Settings: Suggestions

The information above is fascinating and does offer an extremely useful and reassuring profile of adolescents because they will, after all, grow out of it. But what does it mean to driver educators? Here are a few respectful suggestions, with the understanding that there are many types of settings for driver education and that resources vary greatly among those settings.

First, review your curriculum. Do you have more classroom time that actual time in the car? Do you have outdated or outmoded visual materials? Do you explain terminology and techniques in teen-speak or adult talk? (boredom checklist, please) What time of day or night are your classes? (remember the sleep patterns)

Second, review your classroom requirements. Do you have one session and then no reviews before licensing examinations? What about a follow-up refresher course in six months, one year? Do you have training for parents, teachers, or other adults in your program to help facilitate their understanding of the characteristics of the students they will be teaching? Have you updated your rubrics to include the latest technological additions to the vehicles adolescents are driving like GPS locators, cell phones, etc. as well as latest safety innovations under the hood?

Third, consult local experts. Do you have access to counselors, physicians, professors, of others who deal with adolescent populations on a regular basis? Do you regularly review with experts to discuss the latest developments and techniques concerning how adolescents think and learn? Do you regularly invite law enforcement and other officials into the classroom to facilitate the learning experience and help your students see these authority figures as allies?

Fourth, become creative. Do you take the opportunity to play the games on XBOX or Sony Playstation that involve driving? Have you ever done it in class? Have you ever taken your students to an arcade to play the simulated driving games? Research indicates that these games can be deceiving, but do we use them in learning settings to explain and demonstrate the differences in such games and real driving settings? Do you have opportunities to do night driving or bad weather driving in safe settings like parking lots or other controlled settings? What other creative things do you try in class in order to engage the students’ attention and interest?

Fifth, share what you know with others. Do you regularly network or attend conferences or talk with peers to track expertise and experiences? How do you share what you have found effective? do you learn about innovations in the field?

Summary

This paper is meant to be a starting point for driver educators who wish to utilize current scientific research in their curricula. It is by no means a complete review of all the latest information, nor does begin to exhaust all the ways that the classroom experience could be enhanced. Hopefully, it will help to
Introduction

There has always been the common understanding that teenagers do not think like the rest of us! Parents, teachers, and psychologists all agree that the mind of the typical adolescent is a strange and complicated place, but with the use of modern and sophisticated technology, this long-held wisdom now has solid physical evidence to support it. Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Computed Axial Tomography (CAT Scans) have revealed the hitherto unknown reaches of the adolescent brain and brought to light the many true physical differences between the teen brain and the adult brain.

These differences in brain development and structure translate into very different ways of approaching problems, making decisions, and judging risk and reward. Even the way that one looks at the world is based upon the developmental stage of the brain. Emotional responses and reasoning ability vary within the age groups, but overall, the adolescent does, in fact, not think like the adult and if we are to create the proper programming with our driver education bodies to tap into the specific characteristics of learning that are present in adolescents, we must understand these differences and how they translate into behavior.

Adolescent Brain Development: The concept of "plasticity"

During childhood, there is an overproduction of neuronal tissue that is not designated in a specific synaptic pathway. In simple terms, the brain is redundant to a larger degree, possessing many more unconnected neurons than an adult brain. As experiences are accumulated, connections are made and the neural pathways become fixed, as when language is acquired.

You could say that this is when cells that are fired together, get wired together. Once the wiring process is completed, those neurons are fixed in synaptic pathways.

During adolescence, this "plasticity" is more pronounced than in childhood, even though overall neuronal cell production decreases. What begins to increase in its stead is something called myelination, where the neurons become coated with a type of electrically-conductive material. This is a process that could be likened to a turbo-charge effect in the brain, creating faster connections between synapses. These changes are especially apparent in MRIs and cell biopsies of the frontal lobes. This is an area of the brain that is involved in such higher functions as planning, decision-making, impulse control, language, memory, and others. During adolescence, the shift towards control of all these functions into the frontal lobes is called frontalization. So, even though total gray matter does decrease from childhood highs, performance of certain tasks becomes more focused and efficient. (Think about the reflexes of young athletes or soldiers and also about how linear their problem-solving abilities are at this time...turbo-charged yes, but also lacking in adult experiences which allow for cross-referencing a larger pool of synaptic pathway choices.) So, the adolescent brain is full of undesignated neuronal connections while at the same time, those connections that are designated are moving super fast and yet are very subject to linear patterns due to lack of experience (Sowell, et al, 1999, 2001; Paus, et al, 1999).

Further changes are occurring such as the decrease of gray matter in the parietal lobes, where sensory information is processed. On the other hand, gray matter increases in the occipital lobes, which are dedicated to processing visual information, until the mid-twenties for most adults. Gray matter in the temporal lobes, involved in memory and visual and auditory processing, usually does not reach maximum until around 16-17 years of age. Sub-cortical changes, especially in the corpus colossum, a bundle of axons which allow communication between hemispheres in the brain, increase in size, while neurotransmitters, the hormones which regulate all neural activity, are in flux throughout adolescence. These substances such as dopamine, GABA, and serotonin, facilitate where and how information is delivered in the brain and how that information is processed and interpreted (Sowell, et al, 2001).

To recapitulate, adolescent behavior is not arbitrary. They react and respond normally for their stage of development, which is a time of great change to the actual physical structure of their brains as well as how their brains process information and make connections. Adolescents behave and think differently from children or adults because of their developmental biology.

Adolescent Behavior

There are behavioral consequences to the developmental changes occurring within an adolescent’s brain. The source for the following information is Bandura (2001).

The first and most dramatic change will be the increased amount of time an adolescent spends with his or her peers and the decreased amount of time spent with parents and family. This is a normal developmental change and should not be seen as dangerous or suspect, although developmental experts agree that close monitoring and clear rules and consequences be applied when allowing an (continued on next page)
On a positive note, about 95% of parents reported "yes" to risks for teen driving compared to 77% or more for the others. About 59% of C-school parents reported "yes" to when and where teens should practice compared to 71% or more for the others. For when and where teens should drive when they get licensed, a greater percentage (82%) of AA-school parents reported "yes" than did parents from other school ranks (63-69%). These included teenage driver crash rates; driving with teen passengers; distracted driving hazards including cell phone use, radio use, and driving while tired; seat belt use; graduated driving licensing and privileges; driving in hazardous weather conditions such as ice, snow, and hail; financial costs of teen driving including insurance; changing flat tires; driving a manual transmission; driving safety related to darting hazards like deer, dogs, and pedestrians; road rage and patient and courteous driving; and alternatives for driving experience. One parent also suggested having a video on safe driving for students to take home and watch with their parents or guardians.

Discussion

Overall, the results from this study indicate that parents are not currently very involved in teenagers’ driver education programs. Although over 75% of parents reported knowing at least half of what was going on related to instruction and training in driver education, only about 42% of parents reported getting regular updates from their teens about their progress, and no other item was done "a lot" by more than 25% of parents. In addition, only 5% of parents reported getting regular updates from instructors "a lot." Any differences in reports by school size indicated that parents in C-school were less involved than were parents from AA, A, or B schools. Therefore, rural areas may be differentially affected by distance in terms of how much involvement is possible or desired.

On a positive note, about 95% of parents reported that they would provide their teenagers with more practice driving than is provided by driver education. About half indicated that their teens would get 20 or more hours. These items did not differ by school size. Although positive, Montana recently passed its first graduated driver licensing (GDL) policy which requires parents to provide 50 extra hours of practice driving. Therefore, after July 2006, when GDL goes into effect, all parents should report that they will provide their teens with at least 50 hours of practice driving.

In addition, about 45% of parents indicated that their teenagers’ driver education class "required" parent involvement. Unfortunately, parents were not asked what exactly was required of parents. The Montana Traffic Education Program, which regulates driver education in the state, strongly encourages driver education to include parents in the role of "reinforcer" to strengthen skills taught by driver education instructors, and outlines some strategies for instructors to use to reach parents including the use of parent conferences and phone calls, parent-teen-teacher checklists, and parent guidelines for practice driving with teenagers. In 2004, Montana Traffic Education Program reported that 92 of the 145 school-based driver education programs included parents in a "parent night" or "parent ride along" (Montana Office of Public Instruction, 2005). However, no state-mandated parent involvement exists at this time.

Although parents may not be very involved in driver education currently, it may just reflect passivity (versus an active decision). When asked if parents should be required to be involved the majority (76%) said that they should (52% reported "yes, definitely" and 24% reported "yes, if convenient"). Most parents would prefer being involved through written materials sent home (66%), access to information on the Internet (65%), discussions in person with the driver education instructor (59%), or access to the information by email (59%), and would least prefer attending classes (19%) or attending behind-the-wheel instruction (33%). Preferences did not differ by school size. In addition, over 70% of parents would want information on all nine topics that we asked them about and some additional topics that they volunteered. Some information topics differed by school size with a smaller percentage of C-school parents reporting "yes." Although parents may not be taking the initiative to find out information on their own, they are more than willing to receive the information. And, who better to provide the information than experts in the field: driver education instructors.

The idea of having a parent component to driver education delivered through email or internet is attractive. Web-based health information has several advantages because it has greater opportunity to be accessed on demand and to be tailored to the needs of the user. Unlike generic materials, tailored messaging creates individualized communication that has an increased potential of providing health messages that are relevant and ultimately more persuasive for target audiences (Brownson, & Kreuter, 1997; Kreuter, Farrell, Olevitch, & Brennan, 1999; Kreuter, Strecher, & Glassman, 1999). In addition, web-based programs are more amenable to being interactive and combining a variety of media to address purposes of interventions or learning styles of users, and to be updated and maintained to reflect the latest information. Finally, the Internet can help to reach populations who are hard to reach based on time, distance, or availability. This may be especially true for rural populations. Technological infrastructure and digital inclusion rates continue to grow such that the tools are available and target audiences are able to access them (Atkinson & Gold, 2002).

The latest national data on Internet access in Montana households indicated that 47.5% of households had Internet access in (continued on page 12)
lessons at home. Some indicated that doing so would probably make parents better drivers. However, a few parents indicated that they did not believe parents should be required to be involved in driver education because they are responsible or because parents should not interfere with expert driver training. One parent suggested that parents should have their teenagers use student driver magnets for the front and back of the car they drive during the permit period, and that these could be paid for with a deposit and returned upon graduation. Other suggestions included using parents to speak to driver education classes about the issues of teen driving that everyone faces and that parents should be educated on the responsibilities that they carry for having a teen driver.

Figure 3 shows parent responses for the topics that they would want parent information on if it was part of driver education. Over 70% of parents would want information on each of the nine topics: ways to reinforce driver education material (76%), ways to reinforce driving instruction (83%), risks of teen driving (81%), ways to teach teens to drive (82%), ways to increase teen driver safety after license (91%), when and where teens should practice driving (75%), and where teens should drive once licensed (73%), monitoring teen driving (81%), and teen drinking and driving (86%). There were differences in parent reports by school rank. About 56% of C-school parents reported "yes" for information about ways to reinforce driver education material compared to 74% or over for the others. About 63% of C-school parents reported "yes" for ways to reinforce driving instruction compared to 77% or more for the others. About 59% of C-school parents reported "yes" for information about ways to reinforce driver education material compared to 74% or over for the others.
Parent knowledge about classroom curriculum did not differ by school rank, but parents from A-schools reporting knowing more about behind-the-wheel instruction than did all others.

Most (95%) of parents reported that their teenagers would get more supervised practice driving during the permit period than the 6 hours provided by driver education; 50% reported teenagers would get 20 or more extra hours, and over 90% of parents reported that they would supervise it. Extra practice driving and supervisors did not differ by school rank. About 44% of parents reported that their teenager’s driver education course “required” parent involvement and required parental involvement did not differ by school rank.

Most (95%) of parents reported that their teenagers would get more supervised practice driving during the permit period than the 6 hours provided by driver education; 50% reported teenagers would get 20 or more extra hours, and over 90% of parents reported that they would supervise it. Extra practice driving and supervisors did not differ by school rank. About 44% of parents reported that their teenager’s driver education course "required" parent involvement and required parental involvement did not differ by school rank.

Parent responses for how much they did some of the items differed by school size. For example, parent responses differed for getting regular updates from teenagers and for finding information to reinforce driver education material with a greater percentage of AA-school parents reporting doing them more often and C-school parents reporting them least often. A greater percentage of A- and B-school parents reported getting regular updates from instructors, and a greater percentage of A-school parents reported learning about when and where teenagers should practice driving, and learning about when and where teenagers should drive after obtaining a license.

Parent responses for how much they did some of the items differed by school size. For example, parent responses differed for getting regular updates from teenagers and for finding information to reinforce driver education material with a greater percentage of AA-school parents reporting doing them more often and C-school parents reporting them least often. A greater percentage of A- and B-school parents reported getting regular updates from instructors, and a greater percentage of A-school parents reported learning about when and where teenagers should practice driving, and learning about when and where teenagers should drive after obtaining a license.

When asked if parents should be involved in driver education, 52% responded "yes, definitely," 24% responded "yes, if convenient," 19% responded "maybe, not sure," and 4% reported "no they should not."
Procedures

From Fall 2004 driver education enrollment data by school size, 43% of students were in "AA" schools, 28% in "A" schools, 20% in "B" schools, and 9% in "C" schools. Therefore, we targeted similar percentages from 11 schools stratified by school size: AA, A, B, C (see Table 1). During classes, driver education instructors informed students about the study and sent home with students packets of information for their parents. Information included an introduction to the study, a parent consent form, a parent written survey, and an envelope in which to return study materials. Families were told that the state is considering adding a parent component to driver education and would be gathering information about ways to increase parental involvement in young driver safety. Participation was voluntary and parents had to provide written consent. Participating parents completed a written survey that took approximately 15 minutes, and received $10 for participating. Study information, including consent forms and written surveys, were returned to driver education instructors in sealed envelopes within 10 school days. Driver education instructors were given a $20 incentive for distributing study materials. Study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of UNC Charlotte.

Measures

Current parent involvement in driver education was assessed by several questions. Parents reported (a) whether parents should be required to be involved in driver education ("yes, definitely," "yes if convenient," "maybe, not sure," or "no they should not"); (b) if required, in which of seven ways (see Figure 2 for list) would they want to be involved ("yes," "maybe," or "no"); and (c) if parent information was part of driver education, which of nine topics (see Figure 3 for list) would they want information ("yes," "maybe," or "no"). In addition, parents reported if they had home internet and email access ("yes" or "no"), the quality and speed of their internet access ("poor," "fair," "average," "above average," or "first-rate"), and how many days per week they used the internet and email (0-7). Parents also responded to open-ended questions about other ways parents should or could be involved in driver education and other topics that parents would want information on as part of driver education.

Analysis

Frequencies were generated to determine parent responses to items related to current parent involvement in driver education and parent willingness to be involved in driver education. Chi-squares were used to determine any differences in parent responses by school rank.

Results/Current Parent Involvement in Driver Education

When parents were asked about how much they knew about the classroom curriculum in their teenager's driver education course (5-point scale from "none" to "all of it"), 14% less than half, 40% half, 14% less than half, and 8% "none of it." When asked about how much they knew about the behind-the-wheel-instruction, about 15% (more on page 5)
To What Extent are Rural Parents Willing to be Involved in Driver Education?
Jessica Hartos, PhD, Assistant Professor, Dept of Health Behavior & Administration, UNC Charlotte and David C. Huff, MS, Director, Traffic Education Programs, Office of Public Instruction

With few exceptions, the United States is the only country that allows persons ages 15 and 16 years to drive legally, and most eligible teenagers of that age do. Obtaining a driver's license is a "rite of passage" for U. S. teenagers; however, driving is particularly dangerous for them. Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death and injury among teenagers aged 15 to 19 across the country (National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, 2005). High crash rates among young drivers are largely attributable to their young age, lack of driving experience, and risky driving behaviors (see review, Williams & Ferguson, 2002). Because driving skill and sound judgment are largely products of increasing age and driving experience, risk reduction is dependent upon driving experience; however, the more teens drive, the greater their exposure and, thus, their risk for crashes. Increasing the safety of teenage drivers is a national priority and promoting parental involvement in early teen driving experiences is an increasingly supported countermeasure to teen crashes.

Most efforts to include parental involvement in teen driving focus on how to teach teens to drive or awareness of teen drinking and driving (Beck, Hartos, & Simons-Morton, 2002; Simons-Morton & Hartos, 2003). For example, many resources related to parents as "driving instructor" are available from public agencies, private groups, and insurance companies. Few have been evaluated and none are embedded in what might be considered a comprehensive, planned, educational program. In addition, many high schools and special interest groups such as SADD/MADD disseminate information to parents about teen alcohol and other substance use and driving. However, most of these programs involve only a small number of highly-interested parents (Beck et al., 2002).

Currently, graduated driver licensing (GDL) programs in multiple states require parents to provide 20-60 hours of supervised practice driving for their teenagers during the permit phase of licensing (see Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 2005, for a list by state). For example, 13 states, including California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana (starting in July 2006), Oregon, and Washington, require 50 hours of practice driving before teenagers are eligible for a restricted license. Most of the research shows that parents support increased practice driving in GDL programs (Beck, Shattuck, Raleigh, & Hartos, 2003; see review, Mayhew, 2003).

Despite national support for increased parental involvement in teen driving, few intervention efforts focus on the parent role as "gatekeeper," a supervisory role such as that of GDL. GDL policies delay the eligible ages for permits, provisional licenses, and unrestricted licenses; increase supervised driving; place restrictions on driving at night and with teen passengers; and require young drivers to be "violation free" for an allotted amount of time before obtaining an unrestricted license (Insurance Institute, 2005). Parents can do each of these—determine when teenagers get a permit and license; require extra practice driving prior to independent driving; restrict when, where, and under what conditions teenagers drive; and impose consequences for violations of rules or restrictions. Our research indicates that parent behaviors are related to teen driving outcomes; that use of persuasive communications can positively impact parents' attitudes and behaviors toward regulating teen driving; and that promoting parental management of teen independent driving is most effective when it begins before teens begin unsupervised driving (Simons-Morton, Hartos, & Beck, 2004; Simons-Morton, Hartos, Leaf, & Preusser, in press).

Programmatic efforts to increase parental management of teen driving could be integrated into driver education to increase parental involvement in young driver safety, including determining when, where, and under which conditions teenagers can drive (Simons-Morton, & Hartos, 2003). This may be even more important in rural areas. Western rural states, including Montana, have teen and overall crash rates that are higher than the national average because a greater percentage of miles traveled are rural. Most of Montana's roadways are rural and in 2003, of all crashes and 89.5% of fatal crashes occurred in rural locations (Montana Department of Transportation, 2004). The higher speeds involved in rural crashes contribute to higher rates of fatalities and serious injuries when compared to urban crashes (Montana Department of Transportation, 2004). Therefore, promoting parent management of teen independent driving in rural areas may be important in reducing teen driver risk.

However, the extent to which parents would support mandatory parent involvement in driver education is unknown. Although most parents support state policies that restrict teen driving (Mayhew, 2003), parents have busy schedules and little time to attend formal programs. In addition, access to programs may be even more difficult for parents in rural areas. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which parents in Montana (1) are involved currently in driver education and (2) would be willing to be included in driver education.

Methods/Participants
A stratified sample by school size (continued on page 4)
Dr. Allen Robinson, CEO

In this issue of the Chronicle, you did not receive the News and Views section of general driver education information. This was a decision I recommended to the Executive Committee. The work required to do the Chronicle and News and Views is enormous.

The Executive Committee would like to have your views on the type of publication to be prepared for your use. Therefore, a survey will soon be sent to you asking for your input on this critical ADTSEA publication. I urge you to carefully consider the questions and reply as requested.

Speaking of surveys, it was recommended by the Northwest Region that a survey of ADTSEA membership be undertaken to help focus the direction of the association. David Huff of Montana volunteered to do this, but had pressing work related needs which forced him to seek help. Dr. Dale Ritzel of Southern Illinois University agreed to develop this survey to provide input from our members. This information is needed to guide the Board of Directors and the IUP management team in providing necessary services to the members.

I know all of you are busy and wonder why you should take the time to complete these surveys. I assure you it will be time well spent. If the services don’t meet all of your concerns, I encourage you to email me at arrobin@iup.edu or call 1-800-896-7703. I sincerely want to know what you are thinking and how we can all work together to meet our needs.

The results of our recent election are in this publication. The candidates for each office were excellent representatives of our Association. It is

( Robbie continued on page 11)

Jim Gibb, President

Editor’s Notes The winners of the recently completed election are: Gary Scott President Elect, Fred Nagao Treasure, Judy Ode NW Board Member and the constitutional amendments. Teacher of the Year nominations are being taken until June 9, 2006. For more information check the ADTSEA web site or email Terry Kline at Terry.Kline@eku.edu As I prepared this issue of “The Chronicle” without it’s traditional companion “News & Views” available it became necessary to condense items of interest to titles and either a web address or bibliographic information. Hopefully you will be able determine your interest in the item and find the details you seek by using the web addresses or bibliographic citation. Information on cell phones and fueling at http://www.pei.org. Tires and Passenger Vehicle Fuel Economy: Informing Consumers, Improving Performance http://trb.org/news/blurb detail.asp?id=5973 New Improved, Comprehensive, and Automated Driver’s License Test and Vision Screening System http://trb.org/news/blurb detail.asp?id=5874 Driver Cell Phone Use in 2005 http://trb.org/news/blurb detail.asp?id=5821 A great web site on Fuel Economy http://www.fueleconomy.com Learning to Teach in Driver’s Ed. by Robert Barsanti “Education Week” Jan. 18, 2006 Vol. 25, Issue 19, Page 36.
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